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FOREWORD

* 1. This military standard is approved for use by all
Departments and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

* 2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions)
and any pertinent data which may be of use in improving this
document should be addressed to: Commander, U.S. Army Missile
Command, ATTN: AMSMI-RD-SE-TD-ST, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-
5270 by using the Standardization Document Improvement Proposal
(DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by
letter.

3. Guided missiles and their support equipment draw on the
technical resources of the pure and applied sciences for their
R&D concepts and their production and maintenance techniques;
therefore, the items in the supply classes covering these
commodities are subjected to the rapid technological advances
being made in these sciences. This situation has presented a
serious challenge to the Defense Standardization Program’s
efforts to reduce the expenditure of engineering talent and
defense dollars on duplicate equipment. To meet this challenge,
a new approach has been taken wherein the benefits of the Program
are to be realized at the point in the life cycle of an item
where savings in time and cost factors can be maximized. This
point has been defined as the “point of first decision”, i.e.,
the point at which a system’s design engineer recognizes a
functional requirement and specifies an item to fulfill this
requirement . If at this point the engineer had at his fingertips
the resources for determining whether or not a functionally
suitable item already existed, he could consider his immediate
requirement satisfied and devote his time to those design
problems which exhibit characteristics which are unique to the
tactical mission of the overall system.

4. The resources which are necessary to effect standardization
at the “point of first decision” are accurate and uniform
documents containing engineering design data on presently
available equipment and a vehicle for making these documents
readily available to the engineer. A further restriction on this

* latter resource is that the retrieval language be such that the
item need only be identified in technical terms, thus precluding
the need for any prior knowledge of its part number, National

* Stock Number, present application, or any other logistics data
which are foreign to the surroundings in which the design
engineer functions.

—
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- 5. MIL-HDBK-142 provides the means to categorize technical data
on items in a missile support class in a medium which can be
interrogated in engineering terms based on the item’s inherent
functional capability. It is the purpose of this military
standard to maintain and facilitate the expansion of this
functional categorization system.

iii
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1. SCOPE

1.1 Scope. The scope of the categorization procedures

contained in this military standard covers the functional

classification of the inherent electrical or electronic test

function capabilities of an item and the delineation of its

pertinent characteristics. The technical data resulting from

these categorization procedures will provide the Government
with

the documentation necessary to revise MIL-HDBK-142 to reflect

technological advances and changes in military requirements for

this type of equipment.

1.2 Application. MIL-HDBK-142 shall be used by Government

and contractor personnel to select test function items for use in

guided missile support applications. In those cases when a

search of the categorization document does not result
in the

location of an item with the capability to meet,a,specific
application, the procedures set forth in this mllltary standard

shall be used to provide the Government with,catego:ized
technical data on the item proposed for use ~n fulf~lllng the

L-

requirement.
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2. APPLIC-LE DOCUMENTS

*

2.1 Government documents.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks.
The

following specifications, standards, and han~ooks form a part of

this document to the extent specified herein.
Unless otherwise

specified, the issues of these documents are th~:e,lis~ed ‘~n~he
issue of the Department of Defense Index of Speclflcatlons
Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited m the
solicitation (see 6.2) .

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-D-5480 Data, Engineering and
Technical: Reproduction
Requirements for

*

*

STANDARDS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-12

HAFJDBDOKS

MILITARY

MIL-HDBK-142

Cataloging
Handbook H4

Cataloging
Handbook H6

Abbreviations for Use on
Drawings, and in
Specifications, Standards and
Technical Documents

Guided Missile Test Equipment
Functional Categorization
System

Section A, Name to Cage

Federal Item Name Directory
(Alphabetic ~nde~ to Approved

Item Names, Basic Names and .

Colloquial Entries)
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(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of the federal and
military specifications, standards, and handbooks are available
from the Standardization Documents Order Desk, Bldg. 4D, 700
Robbins Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict
between the text of this document and the references cited
herein, the text of this document takes precedence. Nothing in

this documentt however, supersedes applicable laws and
regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

-- 3

.- .,
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3. DEFINITIONS
-

3.1 Categorization. For the purpose of this military,

standard? categorization is defined as the process of classifyingto its
an item of guided missile test e~ipment ?cCordln9
inherent functional capability or capabilities.

3.2 Classification structure.
The classification structure

is the major technical tool
used in categorizing complex test

equipment. It defines the absolute criterion for the systematic

division of the test equipment
items into functionally similar

groups. The four classification structures contained in this

military standard are based on the fact that guided missile test

equipment is required to have the inherent functional
capability

to perform one or more of the basic test funct~ons defined in

3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
In MIL-HDBK-142 these

classification structures provide
the medium for the systematic

arrangement of technical data in format that can
be interrogated

in engineering terminology.

3.3 Test function categories.

3.3.1 Electrical power source category. The electrical

power source category includes those items which possess the, the unit
inherent functional capability of being able to prov:de
under test, or associated equipment, with the electrical power

necessary for it to function in its normal mode of operation.

3.3.1.1 Static power conversion. Within the power source

categoryt static power conversion is the method of converting the

input power to the desired output power utilizing components
which are essentially stationa:y,ln their

operation such as
Static power convers~on

thermionic or solid-state :ectlflers. ,
shall be identified on an input–output bas~s

as follows:

(a) Ae to DC: This group contains those items which
utilize the unilateral conduction property of

thermionic or solid-state rectifiers to transform
AC

power and are commonly called DC power supplles.

(b) AC to AC: This group contains those items which
transform AC power at one fre~ency to AC power at

different frequency(s) or at a voltage level which

controlled to correct for line and load variations

Items comonly called fre~ency changers, AC power
supplies~ AC line regulators, auto-transformers,

4

a
is

●
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voltage or current regulating transformers, etc., are

applicable to this group.

(c) DC to DC: This group contains those items which
transform DC power at low-level voltages to DC power at

high-level voltages and are commonly called “solid

state” or “static” converters.

(d) Dc to AC: This group contains ‘hose ‘Cms ‘hich
transform DC power at low-level voltage to AC power

a higher level voltage and are commonly called “sol

state” or “static” inverters. Inverters Using

interrupter type vibrators in the conversion circui

are also applicable to this group.

at
id

t

3.3.1.2 Dynamic power conversion. Within the power source

categoryl dynamic power conversion is the method of converting

the input power to the desired output power utilizing ro:a~ing
electrical machinery. Dynamic conversion shall be ldentlfled on

an input-output power basis as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

AC to DC: This group contains the rotating machinery

type items which transform AC power to DC power.
The

most common type is the common-armature synchronous ,
converter which is essentially a synchronous motor with
a commutator and brush arrangement connected to lts
rotating armature. A motor-generator set COIISISting of

an AC motor with its rotor shaft mechanically coupled

to the armature shaft of a DC generator is also
applicable to this group.

AC to AC: This group contains the rotating machinery

type ~~ms which transform AC power at one frequency to
AC power at another frequer~cy or voltage and phase

depending upon the armature poles and winding design.

The motor-alternator which has a double armature on a

common shaft and the motor-generator set consisting of
an AC motor with its rotor shaft mechanically coupled

to the armature shaft of an alternator are items which
are applicable to this group.

DC to DC: This grouP contains the rotating machinery

type items which transform DC power at a low-level
voltage to DC power at a high-level voltage. The most

common type is the dynamotor which has a double
armature on a common shaft. A motor-generator set
- - ---—————

5._.

_—-—_=___==_== ——=. _-—_=. . -=.= = .—.. ——. ——. —-———-. .-
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consisting of a DC motor with its rotor shaft
mechanically coupled to the armature shaft of a DC
generator is also applicable to this group.

(d) DC to AC: This group contains the rotating machinery
type items which transform DC power to AC power. The
machines are commonly called “inverters” as opposed to
the AC to DC “converters”. Inverters with the DC motor
armature and alternator armature wound on a common
shaft and motor-generator sets, which consist of a DC
motor with its rotor shaft mechanically coupled tc the
armature shaft of an alternator are items which are
applicable to this group.

3.3.1.3 Mechanical input, dynamic power conversion. Within
the power source category, mechanical input dynamic power
conversion is that method of producing electrical power through
the use of alternators and DC generators which derive their
mechanical input from the operation of a reciprocating or
turbine-type engine.

3.3.1.4 Electrochemical power conversion. Within the power
source category, electrochemical power conversion is that method
of producing electrical power through a chemical reaction which
may be reversible or irreversible. Electrochemical conversion
shall be more specifically identified as follows:

(a) Primary cells: Items contained in this group are those
which produce electrical power from a chemical reaction
which is irreversible (non-rechargeable) * Both wet
cells and dry cells (“Y “C”/ “~” batteries~ etc.) are
applicable to this group; also applicable are those
batteries which are activated at time of use and
deliver high currents at a relatively constant voltage
for a very limited period of time (one-shot operation) .

(b) Secondary cells: Item contained in this group are
those which provide electrical power from a chemical
reaction which is reversible (rechargeable) . Al1
storage batteries (lead-acid, nickel-cadmium~ etcJ a=e
applicable to this group.

3.3.2 Electrical stimulus source category. The electrical
stimulus source category includes those items which possess the
inherent functional capability of being able to provide the unit
under test, or associated equipment, with a stimulus, the nature

6

--”---- --.— --- .

.—
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L

of which either simulates the normal system of operation of the
unit or is of some arbitrary value or values which are meaningful
to the unit under test from a general operation standpoint.

3.3.2.1 Intrinsic circuit activation. Within the stimulus
source category~ intrinsic circuit activation refers to that type
of signal generating circuitry which requires no input other than
operating power, relay energizing voltages, or external switching
connections for the item to produce its output stimulus. This
group contains items such as signal generators including sine
WaVer square wave, and pulse type which can produce a stimulus
upon application of operating power. ZQSO included in this group
are items containing the free-running type of relaxation
oscillators such as multivibrators, blocking oscillators, and
other varieties of self-sustained oscillators.

3.3.2.2 Input triqqer or gate activation. Within the
stimulus source category~ input trigger or gate activation refers
to that type of signal generating circuitry which requires or
receives triggering or gating signals in its intended operation.
However, this does not include circuitry which amplifies, clips,
differentiates, or performs other operations on an input signal.
This group contains items such as pulse generators and items that
contain the driven type of relaxation oscillators such as
bistable multivibrators, phantastrons~ and driven blockingw
oscillators which derive their operation from an external trigger
or gate signal in addition to the normal operating voltages.

3.3.2.3 Stimulus source output waveforms.

3.3.2.3.1 Direct current stimulus. Direct current stimulus
source outputs are identified or described on the basis of the
following two criteria: (a) DC outputs available at source
impedances too high for normal power supply applications; and (b)
DC outputs at voltage levels other than the actual power supply
operating voltages of the stimulus source.

3.3.2.3.2 Sinusoidal. A sinusoidal output is identified as
a continuous sinewave output of constant amplitude and frequency.

3.3.2.3.3 Modulated sinusoidal. A modulated sinusoidal
x output is identified as a sinewave output whose amplitude,

frequency, or time (or a combination thereof) is continuously
varying at some predetermined rate set up by circuit constants
within the item.

I
1 -1. “..--~-——–

n An tm*ynxxt- I

..
-7
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*

3.3.2.3.4 Rectangular. The rectangular stimulus source
output is indicative of a continuous square wave output that may
be modulated or unmodulated.

3.3.3 Electrical measuring equipment category. The
electrical measuring equipment category includes those items
which possess the inherent functional capability of accepting a
physical quantity and converting it through comparison with an
accepted standard into a form which may be interpreted and
communicated by man or by machine.

3.3.3.1 Energy source measuring equipment. Energy source
measuring equipment refers to those items that must accept
electrical energy as a physical entity and measure its
characteristic quantities of amplitude and time. Examples of
energy source measuring equipment are voltmeters, ammeters, power
meters, oscilloscopes? recorders~ and counters.

3.3.3.1.1 Amplitude. Amplitude measuring equipment
categories apply to those items which measure the magnitude of
the voltage, current, or power of electrical energy. The items
included in these categories shall be categorized according to
the type of electrical energy which they measure, that is, direct
current, sinusoidal, and non-sinusoidal.

3.3.3.1.2 Time. The time measuring equipment CategOry
applies to those items which measure the periodic or non-periodic
amplitude variations of electrical energy as a function of time.
The items included in this category shall be categorized
according to the following five characteristic factors of time
measurements:

3.3.3.1.2.1 Duration. The duration category shall include
those items which measure the periodic or nor.-periodic time
duration of electrical energy in seconds or a multiple or
submultiple thereof.

3.3.3.1.2.2 Frequency. The frequency category shall
include those items which directly measure the frequency of
periodically varying electrical energy in Hertz (h). The
category shall also include those items which measure the ratio
of two frequencies. The readout of this type measurement is
dimensionless.

3.3.3.1.2.3 Phase. The phase category shall include those
items which measure the phase relationship or time difference

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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- between two periodically varying signals in angular degrees or in
seconds.

3.3.3.1.2.4 Waveform. The waveform category shall include
those-items which yield simultaneous information kegarding the
amplitude and time characteristics of electrical energy.

3.3.3.1.2.5 Count. The count category shall include those
items capable of t-zing a series of electrical impulses over
a given time period.

3.3.3.2 Non-enerqy source measuring equipment. Non-energy
source measuring equipment refers to those items that must
transfer electrical energy as a physical entity and measure the
effect upon its characteristic quantities in order to determine
the sought quantities of the unit under test. These items,
therefore, are required to contain or perform in conjunction with
sources of electrical energy.

3.3.4 Electrical adaptive and supplementary devices
cateqory. The electrical adaptive and supplementary devices
category includes those items which possess the inherent
functional capability of adapting powerr stimuh=~ or measUrin9
equipment to a unit under test in order to achieve a desired
result or to supplement the test equipment by providing certain~
special functional capabilities which are not normally built into
generic type, guided missile test equipment.

3.3.4.1 Siqnal transfer with change of basic waveform.
This signal transfer with change of basic waveform category
includes those items which receive a signal, alter its basic
waveshape or signal characteristic by operating on one or more
but not all parameters, and then transfer it to output terminals.
The types of devices within this category are those which
integrate, differentiate, detect, modulate, freqency m~ltiPIY or
divide, or perform other such operations which change the basic
waveform in either shape or frequency. Examples of items are
frequency converters, coincidence amplifiers, mixer amplifiers,
digital and analog converters, and pulse shapers.

3.3.4.2 Signal transfer without chanqe of basic waveform.
The signal transfer without change of basic waveform category
includes those items which receive a signal, do not alter its
basic waveshape or signal characteristics, but can operate on all
of its parameters if the ratios of the magnitudes are not
disturbed, and then transfer it to output terminals. The types
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of devices within this category are amplifiers of all types
(video, audio, radio frequency and direct current) , impedance
transducers, attentuators, phase inverters, and time delay
circuits.

3.3.4.3 Signal dissipation. The signal dissipation
category includes those items which receive a signal and
transform it into another form of energy, usually heat. The
types of devices within this category are dummy loads and other
power dissipating devices.

3.4 Inherent functional capability. Inherent functional
capability is defined as the characteristic performance that can
be expected from an item of test equipment as a result of proper
functioning of the electrical circuitry and mechanical parts
which form its prescribed physical composition.

3.5 Test function. The test function of an item is the
first level of classification, and it defines the inherent
functional capability of the item to perform one or more of the
four basic test functions encountered in guided missile
maintenance and checkout equipment. These test functions are
identified as power source, stimulus source, measuring equipment,
and adaptive or supplementary devices. These terms are defined
in paragraphs 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4 respectively.

3.6 Performance factor. The performance factor of an item
is the second level of classification, and it defines certain
basic differentiating characteristics pertaining to the manner in
which the item performs its test function capabilities.

3.7 Controlled parameter. Controlled parameter is the
third level of classification, and it defines the characteristic
of the input or output signal which is being controlled by the
test function item.

3.8 Measurable parameter. Measurable parameter is the
third level of classification for the measuring equipment
category, and it defines the fundamental physical quantity which
is being measured by the energy source or non-energy source
measurement item.

3.9 Characteristic factor. The characteristic factor is
the fourth level of classification, and it defines the most
fundamental qualitative delineating characteristic of the item’s
controlled or measurable parameter.
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~
3.1O Delineation form. The delineation form specifies a

fixed set of pertinent characteristics which identify a
particular test function and provides space for recording the

appropriate quantitative or qualitative expression of these

characteristics.

3.10.1 Delineation data.

*

3.10.1.1 Item identification characteristics.
Item

identification is that part of the delineation f?rrn (see,figu
1) which identifies the item in terms of lts admnxstratlve

characteristics which are represented by such information as

National nomenclature, National stock number, part number,

manufacturer’s name and code number,
status, missile system,

re

and

next assembly.

* 3.10.1.1.1 National nomenclature. The National

nomenclature is a name or phrase describing the item being

categorized. The name is expressed in accordance with the

* nomenclature listing in the Federal Item Name Directory

(Cataloging Hantiook H6-1).

* 3.10.1.1.2 National stock nutier. The National stock

number consists of the applicable four-digit class code nu~er
from the Federal SUPPIY Classification ‘Fsc) plu~N~~~)app~~~ablew

* seven-digit National Item Identification Number
.

National stock number is assigned by a Government cataloging

activity.

3.10.1.1.3 Part identification number (PIN).
The part

*
identification number is the primary number assigned ~o an,item

by the initiating agency and is used to identify the Item In

technical data applicable to the item.

3.10.1.1.4 Manufacturer name and code number.
The

manufacturer name represents the facili~-~–that controls the

design and production of the item, or produces the item
from

crude or fabricated materials, or assembles materxals or
components (with or without modification) Into a more complex

item. The manufacturer code number represents the associated

Federal Supply Code as listed in Cataloging Handbook H4-1.

3.10.1.1.5 Status. Status is a descriptive word or phrase

which most closel-tifies the item in the overall process of

design, development, production and operation.

L :.1.
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name
item

part

3.10.1.1.6 Missile system. The missile system is a noun
or phrase which identifies the intended application of the
being categorized.

3.10.1.1.7 Next assembly. The next assembly is a name,
number, or a combination of name and part number which. . ,

identifies the equipment of which the item being categorized is
subunit.

3.10.1.1.8 Type designation. Type designation, as
applicable, shall be in accordance with established procedures.

a

3.10.1.2 Power source characteristics. In the power source
characteristics section of the delxneatlon form (see figure 1),
the voltage, frequency, and phase characteristics of the input;
the voltage, current, and frequency characteristics of the
output; and the capability of programming the output of the power
source are described. This section also describes the functional
operation of the item and identifies the additional functional
capabilities of the power source that may be applicable.

3.10.1.3 Programmable output. Programmable output refers
to a type of power source output characteristic which denotes
whether or not a power source has provisions for the remote
selection of output voltages or currents through tne use of
external programming networks.

3.10.1.4 Mechanical characteristics. The mechanical
characteristics describe an item on the basis of its overall
dimensions, physical configuration and weight.

3.10.1.S Reference sources. Reference sources are a part
of the delineation fc)rm (see figure 1) which is the means for
providing the user with reference data as to where more
information is available if it is desired.

3.10.1.6 Stimulus characteristics. In the stimulus
characteristics section of the delineation form (see figure 2),
the waveform and time function data associated with the output of
the stimulus source under consideration are described. This

section also describes the functional operation of the item and
identifies the additional capabilities that may be applicable.

3.10.1.7 Input siqnal characteristics. The input signal
characteristics define the type of external trigger, gate, Or
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~ modulation voltage that must be properly applied to activate the
stimulus source item under consideration.

3.10.1.8 Operating voltages. The operating voltages are
representative values of AC and DC electric potentials which
de?ine the magnitude of the input power required by the test
equipment item to perform its regular testing function.

3.10.1.9 Measurement characteristics. In the measurement
characteristics section of the delineation form (see figure 3),
the capabilities of the equipment are described in terms of
measurement range, units of measurement, and supporting
parameters of performance and circuit characteristics such as
input impendance~ accuracy? and frequency response. This section
also describes the functional operation of the item and
identifies the additional capabilities that may be applicable.

3.10.1.10 Readout characteristics. Readout characteristics
define the provisions which the test equipment item possesses in
presenting the measurement results to the operator.

3.10.1.11 Adaptive and supplementary characteristics. In
the adaptive and supplementary characteristics section of the
delineation form (see figure 4)~ the PrinciPal function% inPut
signal and output signal of the device are described. This

b
section also describes the functional operation of the item and
identifies the additional capabilities that may be applicable.

13
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*

GUIDED MISSILE TEST EQUIPM~ FUNCTIOW CATEGORI=JTION SYSTEM
POWER SOURCE DELIN=TION

● Item Identification

A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Federal Nomenclature Power SupPly

NSN 4935-00-787-7343

PIN 9188060
Mfr. Name and Code N~er 00000

Status
Missile Systa k

Next Assefily PINs 9188165 and 9188233

mpe Desi~ation

:1. Power Source Characteristics

II
A. INPUT II B. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

I I H k’rlrr.ei
Input Pran ISupporting Regulat—
-I+=ni

CHA~CTERISTICS
—

1 I 1 I
1 ‘ Prqrar-..

:ed 1 Freq.
**-y- mable

Phase Para- Pirameter output (Hz)
(Hz) outputuLuaye meter

Yes Yes
~40~4 400H0 1 8 247 250 ma

c. FunctiorkalDescription I

This power supply contains a full wave bridge,
semiconductor

rectifier circuit which provides the d-c output.
The outpUt

voltage is controlled by a series-type, vacum-tube,
regulating circuit and can be programed to any value between

247 and 315 Vdc through the use of external progra~lng
resistors. The supply’s output terminals are floatln!?with

respect to ground. I

electrical Dower source d~lineat~on (Sheet.1 of 3)●

FIGURE 1. ~amDle

--- . ————=——-- —— _ .
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I). Additional Functional Capabilities

Note:

111. Mechanical Characteristics

A. Dimensions (inches): Height 5.25; Width W; DePth ~
(includes handles).

B. Configuration: Portable ; Rack Mounted x ; Built
into Next Assembly .

c. Weight 20.0 lbs.

IV. Reference Sources

Department of the Army Technical Manuals TM 9-4935-506-35/1,

-35/4 and MICOM Dwg. No. 9188060.

Functional Code Numbers: 1:11

FIGURE 1. t 2 Qf 3)
nuP&.

. .
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~
* FIGURE 1. ~mD Le

continued.
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I.

GUIDED MISSILE TEST EQUIPM~T FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIZATION SYSTEM
STI~LUS SOURCE DELINEATION

Itm Identification

A. Federal Nomenclature Sweep Generator and Comparator

B. NSN 4935-00.589-$288

c. P1;; 9155~:17
l;aIhe dIid CGd~ :Wicr 000..no

D. ,fc -
L’ALL ●

E. Status
Missile Systa Nike-Aiax,

-Herculesj and Hercules (m .
F.

Next Assembly SNL’S Jo29-4B, J7521 &cJ783: PIN 146u
G.
H. ~’pe Desi9naticn

I II. Stimulus Characteristics

l.pulse, +25v “3 to .S used 5.~

2.Sawtooth,2V slope & linearity6.~

controlled 7
3 .~
•~

4.~ .

B. Functional Description
achieves signal

This sweep generator and comparator ~lt ,
source stimulation by application of input trigger pulses

and

utilizes two modes of operation to develop three output
pulses. In the comparator mode, a sawtooth waveform 1s
applied to differential amplifiers whose

relatlve output

of a biscable multi~~ibrator.
The?

determines the state
selected positi’w’eor negati-~eoutput pulse,

from the

multi~~ibrdtorfeds [.hrougha P~i~~ amP1lfler and ‘:~’~g~he
.ZS a

blocking oscillator which pro’~idesthe output pulse
connector jack as a function of the input sawtooth wave. In, !
the sweep generator mode, a posltlve

input pulse triggers a. . drives a
monostable multivibrator whose output posltlve pulse
sawtooth generating switch tube into conduction.

The slope

and linearity of the sawooth wave are Controlled by a
regenerative feedbaek and hoot.strapcircuit m the switch

tube plate circuit. (lperatlngvoltages are supplied-

externally.
4

i -.
i 1
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c. Additional Functional Capabilities

Note:

111. Input Signal Characteristics ~~av~~,
,.

● 13Q?ltLVq

Iv ● Operating Voltage (s)

A. AC 120V, 400 Hz
B. DC +300v; +250V; +150V: and~250V.

v. Mechanical Characteristics

A. Dimensions (inches): Height 5~$; Width ~;
Depth uQ5 (includescover)

B. Configuration: Portable ,_X__; Rack Mounted _ ; Built
into Next Assem.bly .

c. Weight:

VI. Reference Sources

Department of the ArIRj7Te:hnlcal Manuals Tl?9-4940-251-34
& _35

Functional Code Numbers: 215 216 225 226

an-mmnl-l 7.nr IUIA IJ&ubGmg w --------- ---

. - -
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‘1
5.7/9 +

Sweep Generator and Comparator,
PIN 9155237

stlm
* FIGURE 2. e elect.rlcal

(Sheet ? of 3),S22MAued“

.
.

I I
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GUIDED MISSILE TEST EQUIPM~ FUNCTIONAL CATEtiORIZATI@JSISTEH
MEASURING EQUIPM~T DELINEATION

1. Item Identification

A. Federal Nomenclature Oscilloscope
B. NSN 4935-00-328-5932
c. PIN c.101G4A19 .—
D. Mfr. Name and Code Nwher Q(lono
E. Status
F. Missile System Hawk
G. Next Assembly SNL J756-23: PIN 10046510
H. Type Designation

II. Measurement Characteristics

A. Measurable Parameters

mortlnq Parameters?-

1. .029-20 (Vertical)V/cm dc to 2.5 MHz

-2.1.75 - 20 (Horizontal)V/cm dC to 800 kHz

3. 0-360 degrees (phaseangle)

4.

B. Functional Description

Oscilloscope, PIN 10105119, is a special-purpose monitor
oscilloscope, Only horizontal and vertical axis
deflection amplifiers and asso:ia:ed Input at.tenuatars

-’-<hisare providej. The V5YT ical ~nput attenuato~ sw.-
autornaci: and c2iLk programie5 externally.

c. Additional Functlona~ Capabilities

Note:

1

?(1

---
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III. Readout Characteristics A Smare 3*5 inch sinale beam.
cathode rav tu.be1s the readou.
fu tvs“Ii

IV. operating voltage(s) Re~~~red

A. AC 240v, 400 Hz; 6.3V/ 400 Hz

—. .———.————-—-----—-------------_ ——-.-..—--

B. Dc +150V, -150V, +300V, +28V.

v. Mechanical Characteristics

A. Dimensions (inches): Height ~; Width g~;
Depth ~

B. Configurateion: Portable _ ; Rack Mounted .&; Built
into Next Assembly .

c. Weight: 10.0 lbs.

VI. Reference Sources

Department of the ArmY Technical Manuals TM 9-4935-506-
35/’3& -3514; MICOM Dwg. No. 10105119.

Functional Code Numbers: 111 112 113 143

I 1
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C)scilloscopetPIN 10105119

. delineation
*

?-’- r’n lllDmentF~GURE 3. ~ m
~d “

.
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GUIDED MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIZATION SYSTEM

I.

II.

ADAPTIVE AND SUPPLEMENT~Y DEVICE DELINEATION

Item Identification

A. Federal Nomenclature Amplifier Intermediate Frequency
B. NSN 4935-OQ-522-0~4~
c. PIIJ 9137795
D. Mfr. Name and Code Number 00000
E. Status
F. Missile System Nike-Aiaxi -Hercules, and -Herc~lles[Im~ ● )
G. Next Assembly PIN 91377920
H. Type Designation

Functional Characteristics

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

Principal Function Amplify 60 MHz signals

Input Signal 60 MHz sigfials

output Signal Amplified output

Functional Description

This unit has a gain of 70 db with a band width of 10
MHz. It consists of six transformer-coupledamplifiers
and a phase-shifting network capable of shifting the i-f
signal by 120 degrees. The phase-shifting network 1S

adjustable.

Additional Functional characteristics

Note:

----

1 n .
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III. Operating Voltagets)

A. AC 6.3V ac

B. DC +150V

IV. Mechanical Characteristics

A. Dimensions (inches): Height .U; Width ~;
Depth 2.42

B. Configuration: Portable ; Rack Mounted ; Built
into Next Assembly X .

c. Weight:

v. Reference Sources

Department of the Army Technical Manuals TM 9-4940-251-34
& -3!5;MICOM Dw~. Nc).9137795.

Functional Code Numbers: 211

* FIGURE 4. samt?leelectrical adant1ve and sundementa~ de
delineatiorl

vices
(qhG~F ~ of 3) gontinl]ed.

“----- -- ——
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IF Amplifier, PIN 9137795

* FIGURE 4. tive d sunn1em~ devices

(Qeet ? of 3) centUued
.

~ineation ●

—.—

.
●

I
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4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Categorization criterion. The criterion for the
selection of an item to be categorized is that it possesses the
inherent functional capability to perform one or more of the four
basic test functions defined for guided missile maintenance,
repair and checkout equipment. In this functional categorization
system, an item shall be classified as a power source, stimulus
source, measuring equipment, adaptive or supplementary device or
a combination thereof. The definitions for these test function
categories are contained in 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4
respectively. An item containing multiple test function
capabilities shall be classified in each applicable category and
delineated accordingly. In addition, each of the test function
capabilities of the item that are contained in separately
identifiable subunits that have a re-use potential in the build-
up of other end items shall also be functionally classified and
delineated. The categorization of applicable items shall be
conducted in accordance with the classification criteria set
forth in the following paragraphs.

4.1.1 Electrical power source classification.

4.1.1.1 Test function. The fundamental classification of
the test function of an item as being applicable to the
electrical power source category shall be based on its inherent
capability to provide the unit under test, or associated
equipment, with the electrical power necessary for it to function
in its normal mode of operation. The restrictive characteristics
associated with this general performance criteria must be
recognized to simplify the use of the categorization system and
to facilitate the further classification of the items applicable
to the electrical power source category. The classification
structure shown in table I shall be used to functionally classify
an electrical power source item. The definition in Section 3 of
this document shall be referred to for a detailed description of
the significant characteristics of electrical power source items.

4.1.1.2 Performance factor. To classify the power source
item at the Performance factor level of classification, the six
forms of the-electrical power sources tabulated on the
classification chart (see table I) shall be studied to determine
which is applicable to the power source item being categorized.
More than one of the listed performance factor categories may be
applicable. Note that the first four types of electrical power
sources transform readily available primary power into the form
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TABLE I. Functional classification structure for electrical
power sources.

1

Levels of Classification

Test Performance Controlled Characteristic
Function Factor Parameter Factor

1. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
Voltage Controlled 2. AC Output

1. Static 2 ● Regulated Output 1. DC Output
Conversion, Current Controlled 2. AC Output
AC Input 3. Unregulated 1. DC Output

2. AC Output
1. Regulated output 1 DC Output

2. Static Voltaqe Controlled 2: AC Output
Conversion, 2. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
DC Input Current Controlled 2. AC Output

Elec- 3. Unregulated 1. DC Output
trical 2. AC Output

1. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
Power 3. Dynamic voltage Controlled 2. AC Output

Conversion , 2. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
Source AC Input Current Controlled 2. AC Output

3. Unregulated 1. DC Output
Categor y 2. AC Output

1. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
4. Dynamic Voltaqe Controlled 2. AC Output

Conversion , 2. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
DC Input Current Controlled 2. AC Output

3. Unregulated 1. DC Output
2. AC Output

1. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
5. Dynamic Voltage Controlled 2. AC Output,

Conversion , 2. Regulated Output 1. DC Output
Mechanical Current Controlled 2. AC Output
Input 3. Unregulated 1. DC Output

2. AC Output
4. Primary Cells 1. DC Output

Irreversible
6. Electro- chemical Reaction

chemical
Conversion 5. Secondary Cells 1. DC Output

Reversible
Chemical Reaction

27

---
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required by the testing application. When the classification of

an item fits into this grouping of power sources, two sets of
differentiating characteristics shall ‘be applied to the item

being classified. The first set shall indicate whether the

primary electrical input is in the form of alternating current or

direct current. The second set of characteristics must identify
the method of power conversion being uti-lized as dynamic or
static. Note that the last two types of power sources ~5 and 6
of table 1) represent forms of electrical power generation not
motivated by electricity. When the classification of an item

fits this grouping of power sources, apply a different~ating
,

characteristic based on the type of power conversion applicable,
L.e.t mechanical input-dynamic conversion and electromechan~cal
conversion. See 3.3.1 and 3.3.1.4 for a detailed description of
electrical power conversion methods.

4.1.1.3 Controlled parameter. The major differentiating

characteristic of a power source ~tem at the controlled parame

level of classification shall be its power output. A study of

the item shall be conducted to determine whether the output is

voltage regulated, current regulated, or unregulated. For

classifying power source items with electrochemical power

conversion? determine the applicability of the item to the
primary or secondary cell category in accordance with the
differentiating characteristics defined in 3.3.1.4 of this

ter

document.

4.1.1.4 Characteristic factor. When categorizing an item

at the character~stic factor level of classification, determine

whether or not the input power to the power source item IS
transformed into either AC or DC output power.

4.1.2 Electrical stimulus source classification.

4,1.2.1 Test function. The fundamental classification of

the test function of an item as being applicable to the

electrical stimulus source category shall be based on its ,

inherent capability to provide the unit under test, or associated
equipment, with a stimulus, the nature of which either simulates

the normal system of operation of the unit, or is of some
arbitrary value or values that are meaningful to the unit from a

general operational standpoint. The restrictive characteristics

associated with this general performance criteria,must be
recognized to simplify the use of the,catego~~zatlon

system and

to facilitate the further classification of Items applicable to
the electrical stimulus source category. The cl.assiflcatlon

-

—————.-.—-——.--—=Y———_=__— _________—_-—._=—__—_ _ _
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b

structure shown in table II shall be used to functionally
classify an electrical stimulus source item. The definitions in

* Section 3 of this document shall be referred to for a detailed
description of the significant characteristics of stimulus source
items.

4.1.2.2 Performance factor. To classify a stimulus source
item at the performance factor level of classification, the two
methods of signal source activation tabulated on the
classification chart (see table II) shall be studied to determine
which is applicable to the stimulus source item being
categorized. Both activation systems may be applicable to a
stimulus source item. In categorizing at this level of
classification, apply differentiating characteristics based on
the method of signal source activation~ i.e.? by intrinsic
circuit characteristics or by input trigger, gate, or modulation.
See 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2 for a detailed description of the two
methods of signal source activation.

4.1.2.3 Controlled parameter. Classify the stimulus source
item at the controlled parameter level of classification
utilizing the functions of amplitude and time as the
differentiating characteristics. Select the applicable
amplitude-time parameter on the basis of its relative
significance in controlling the output stimulus. Both parameters

w
may be applicable to the stimulus source item being categorized.
In classifying a stimulus source item as amplitude controlled,
the signal amplitude of the item shall be considered as
adjustable or fixed at values whose accuracy provides the
principal precision in the signal. The time function shall be
considered in terms of frequency, pulse repetition rate, or time
delay.

4.1.2.4 Characteristic factor. Classify the stimulus
source item at the characteristic factor level of classification
utilizing the output signal waveshape as the differentiating
characteristic. The waveforms listed below shall be considered
typical examples of waveforms generally produced by variable
function stimulus sources:

(a) Direct Current
(b) Sinusoidal
(c) Modulated Sinusoidal
(d) Rectangular
(e) Pulse or Pulse Group.

— 29
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Levels of Classification
r !

Test Performance Controlled L Characteristic

Function Factor parameter Factor
_ __..——-—— --———.I I

Electrical
Stimulus

1.

Source ;—
Category

2.

Signal
Source
Activation
w
Intrinsic
Circuit
Character-
istics

Signal
source
Activation
by Input
Trigger,
Gate or
Modulation

I I 1. Dizect Curr-ent
I2. Sinusoidal

1. Amplitude 3. Modulated Sinusoidal
4. Rectangular Wavefom
5. Pulse or Pulse Group
6. Other

~. Sinusoidal9

3. Modulated Sinusoidal
2. Time 4. Rectangular Wavefom

5-. Pulse or Pulse Group
6. Other

1 (

I 2. Time

1. Direct Current
~. Sinusoidal7
3. Modulated Sinusoidal
4. Rectangular Waveform
5. Pulse or Pulse Group
6. Other

2. Sinusoidal
3. Modulated Sinusoidal
4. Rectangular Wavefom
j. plJr lse cr Pulse Group

I

3(I
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G

(See 3.3.2.3 for additional details on the waveform
descriptions.)

4.1.3 Electrical measurinq equipment classification.

4.1.3.1 Test function. The fundamental classification of
the test function of an item as being applicable to the
electrical measuring equipment category shall be based on its
inherent capability to accept an electrical quantity and convext
it through comparison with an accepted standard into a form which
may be interpreted and communicated by man or by machine. The

restrictive characteristics associated with this general
measurement criteria must be recognized to simplify the use of
the categorization system and to facilitate the further
classification of measuring equipment items. The classification
structure shown in table III shall be used to functionally
classify electrical measurement equipment. The definitions in

* Section 3 of this document shall be referred to for detailed
descriptions of the significant characteristics of electrical
measuring equipment items.

4.1.3.2 Performance factor. To classify electrical
measuring equipment at the performance factor level of
classification, the two fundamental types of measuring equipment
on the classification chart (see table III) shall be studied to~
determine which is applicable to the measuring equipment item
being categorized, that is, (a) measurement of those quantities
which result as characteristics of electrical energy, or (b)
measurement of those quantities which affect the characteristics
of electrical energy by conversion or consumption. Apply
differentiating characteristics based on a functional requirement
for measuring energy source type quantities or non-energy source
type quantities. See 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 for a detailed
description of the energy source and non–energy source type
measuring equipment.

4.1.3.3 Measurable parameter. Classify the energy source
measuring equipment item at the measurable parameter level of
classification on the basis of an amplitude and time domain
variation. Use voltage, current, and power as differentiating
factors for classifying an item relative to amplitude variations.
Note that only one fundamental parameter exists for classifying
an item relative to the time domain. Classify the non-energy
source measuring equipment at this level of classification on the
basis that a unique measurement technique shall be required for
each measurable parameter listed. In addition to the

——- —-+R-=—+-=.= _—___ ~.=---- -- -.-_a.>-_* .L~%- .- ..= . . ..__.— _ ______—-—____ -

- .-.—...-—..=... .==–z-*=_=___
— -—- ——- —- - . _

————=—— =———.— = =-m=-*
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1

Test
Function

:lectrical
Weasurin9
Equipment
Category

Perfo~nce
Factor

1.
Source
Measure-
ment

‘1
!. .

5ource

Measurable
Parameter

. voltage
mplitude

,. Current)
Amplitude

3. Power
ml itude

4. Time

l..

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

nI.

Resis~ance

Inductance

Capacitance

Transmiss::)n
Line Ck.ara:ter
~~tics

Electron Tube
Device

Solid State
DeviceS

Integrated
System Testing

Characteristic
Factor

1. Direct Current
.. Sinusoidal9

3. Non-Sinusoidal

1. Direct Current
2. Sinusoidal
3. Non-Sinusoidal

1. Direct Current
2. Sinusoidal
3. Non-Sinusoidal

1. Duration
74-. Fre~encY
3. Phase
4. Waveform
5. Ccunt

———.=——=~—=.=-~.——-.——~.—=~.e. __=_ ____
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classification of equipments that measure quantitative value
(e.g., resistance, reactance, and transmission line
characteristics), establish and recognize criteria for
classifying equipments which measure qualities of components as a
degree of their performance capability. Use the integrated

system testing category for classification of items that measure

the qualitative performance of integrated circuitry and specific

electrical components such as relay% Swibst timer% amplifiers,

generators, etc., not covered by the other non-energy measur~le
parameter categories listed in table III.

4.1.3.4 Characteristic factor. Use the characteristic

factor level of classification as the final step in the
categorization of amplitude and time measuring equipment. This

level of classification shall be applicable to the energy source
measuring type equipment only. Classify the voltage, current,
and power amplitude measuring equipment according to the t~e of
electrical energy which they measure (see table III) . Electrical

energy is basically either unidirectional or bidirectional. The

bidirectional type shall be classified as sinusoidal or non-
sinusoidal, while the unidirectional type shall be classified as
direct current. The differentiating characteristic for
classifying time measuring equipment shall be the method of

measurement, that is, duration, frequency, phase? waveform, or

count. See 3.3.3.1.2 for an interpretation and description of
each method.

4.1.4 Electrical adaptive and supplementary devices

classification.

4.1.4.1 Test function. The fundamental classification of
the test function of an item as being applicable to the adaptive
and supplementary devices category shall be based on its inherent
capability to adapt power, stimulus~ or measuring equipment to

the unit under test in order to achieve a desired result or to
supplement the test equipment by providing certain special
functional capabilities which are not normally built into generic
type, guided missile test equipment. The restrictive
characteristics associated with this general performance criteria
must be recognized to simplify the use of the categorization
system and to facilitate the further classification of the
adaptive and supplementary devices. The classification structure ,
shown in table IV shall be used to functionally classify adaptive
and supplementary devices. The definitions in Section 3 of this

* document shall be referred to for descriptions of the significant
characteristics of the adaptive and supplementary devices.

,---- - -——
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TABLE I-J. tl~l-J~tru;ture fcr ~d~(
delrlc~

h
Levels of Classification

Test
F~ct ion

Electrical
Adaptive

and
supplemen-

tary
Devices
Category

Perfomnce Controlled
Factor Parameter

●

I

Signal
Transfer with
change of Basic
Wavefo~

)
4 . Signal

Transfer witl]-
out change of
Basic Waveform

3. Signal
Dissipation

1. Amplitude

2. Time

1. Amplitude

2. Time

Characteristic
Factor

1. voltage
20 Current
3. Concurrent or

Series Pulse
Group

1. Voltage
3. Concurrent or

Series Pulse
Group

4. Duration
5. Fre~ency

1A. Voltage
a~. current

—
4. Duration
6. Delay

.

- ,
; -,
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-
4.1.4.2 Performance factor. To classify an adaptive and

supplementary device at the performance factor level of
classification, the three classifications of input signal
processing capabilities tabulated on the classification chart

(see table IV) shall be studied to determine which is applicable
to the adaptive and supplementary device being categorized, that
is, (a) input signal transfer to output terminals or (b) input
signal dissipation within the item. Note that the first two
classifications represent input signal t~ansfer to the autput
terminals. When the classification of an item fits into this
grouping, apply differentiating characteristics which indicate
whether the operation or processing performed on the input signal
changes or does not change its basic waveform. Note also that

the third classification represents input signal dissipation
within the item and shall require no further categorization. See

3.3.4 through 3.3.4.3 for a detailed description of the signal
processing capabilities.

4.1.4.3 Controlled parameter. Classify the adaptive or
supplementary device at the controlled parameter level of
classification utilizing the functions of amplitude and time as
the differentiating characteristics. Select the applicable
amplitucie or time signal parameter on the basis of its relative
significance in being controlled by the adaptive or supplementary
device being categorized.+

4.1.4.4 Characteristic factor. When categorizing an
adaptive or supplementary device item at the characteristic
factor level of classification, determine which characteristic of
the output signal is most significant in its relation to the
applicable amplitude or time parameter.

3s
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*

*

*

. 5. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

5.1 General categorization procedure.

5.1.1 Select test function. Select the
cateqory or categories appl~cable to the test

—

test function
equipment item

unde~ consideration by determining its inherent functional
capability or capabilities in relation to the following
categories of the test equipment items:

(a) Electrical power source
(b) Electrical stimulus source
(c) Electrical measuring equipment
(d) Electrical adaptive and supplementary devices.

test
Each

5.1.2 Functional code numbers. Functionally classify the
equipment item with a three-digit functional code number.
digit shall be significant in identifying the categories at

a specific level of classification. The digits shall be assigned
as follows:

Functional Code Number Levels of Classification

First Digit Performance Factor

Second Digit = Controlled Parameter

Third Digit = Characteristic Factor

The numeric value of each digit shall designate the functional
capability provided by the item at each level of classification.
Refer to the simplified diagrams in tables V, VI, VII, and VIII
which list the functional capabilities for each category and
illustrate the above procedures of selecting the functional cede
number digits.

5.1.3 Delineation. Delineate the test equipment item in
accordance with the delineation format described in 5.2.2, 5.3.2,
5.4.2, and 5.5.2 for each respective test function category.

5.1.4 Submission. Delineation forms prepared by military
agencies shall be forwarded to Commander, U.S. Army Missile
Command, ATTN: AMSMI-RD-SE-TD-ST, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-
5270. Delineation forms prepared by industry as a result of
contract effort shall be forwarded by the contractor to the

36
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~ TABLE V. Diqit selections for functional code numbers -
electrical power source test function.

Levels of Classification
1

‘performanceFactox
~unctional
capabilities

IFirstl

w
Select:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

AC Input
Static
Conversion

DC Input
Static
Conversion

AC Input
Dynamic
Conversion

DC Input
Dynamic
Conversion

Mechanical
Input
Dynamic
Conversion

Electro-
chemical
Conversion

Controlled Parameter
Functional
Capabilities

I-IISecon
Digit

Select:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Regulated
Voltage

output

Controlled

Regulated Output
Current
Controlled

Unregulated
output

Primary Cells
(First Digit
always = 6.
Third Digit
always = 1) .

Secondary Cells
(First Digit
always = 6.
Third Digit
always = 1) .

Characteristic Factor I
?unctional
capabilities

nThirdDigit

Select:

1.

2.

DC Output

AC Output
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Levels of Classification
1

Performance Factor
Functional
Capabilities

~

~:

1.

2.

Signal source
activation by
intrinsic circuit
characteristics.

Signal source
activation lw
input.trigger,
gate, or
modulation

Controlled Parameter
Functional
Capabilities

~

~’

Characteristic Factor
Functional

Capabilities
7

Third Digit

1.

2.

Amplitude
controlled.

Time controlled.

I

I
I
I
1

SQk!x’

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Direct current
output-

Sinusoidal output

Modulated sinu-
soidal output.

i+.ectangl~larwave-
form output.

Pulse or pulse
group output.

Other output.
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Levels of Classification

Performance Factor Controlled Parameter Characteristic Factor
Functional Functional Functional
Capabilities Capabilities Capabilities

~ ~ ~

~: ~: ~:

1. Voltage Amplitude 1. Direct Current
2. Current Amplitude 2. Sinusoidal

1. Energy Source 3. Power Amplitude 3. Non-sinusoidal
Measurement

4. Time 1. Duration
2. Frequency
3. Phase
4. Waveform
5. Count

1. Resistance
2. Inductance
3. Capacitance
4. Transmission Line

2. Non-Energy Source Characteristics
Measurement 5. Electron Tube

Devices
6. Solid State

Devices
] 7. Integrated I

Sys~ems Testing ~
I I

Third Digit
Always = O

—

———=..——=-—.——==—__——-----——.-——..—.....=. .—.
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TABLE VIII. Q@jt for functlonal
.

selections code ers

Levels of Classification

Performance Factor Controlled Parameter Characteristic Factor
Functional Functional Functional

Capabilities Capabilities Capabilities

~ ~ ~

~: ~: ~:

1. Signal Transfer 1. Amplitude ‘ 1. Voltage
~ change of 2. Current
basic waveform. 2. Time 3. Concurrent or

Series Pulse Group
2. Signal Transfer 4. Duration

change of 5. Frequency
basic waveform. 6. Delay

1

3. Signal
Dissipation o 0
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responsible procuring agency who? in turn, will forward the form~
to MICOM.

5.2 Categorization procedure - electrical power source.

5.2.1 Functional codinq. Obtain technical data applicable
to the test equipment item being categorized and extract the
information required by the categorization process as outlined in
Section 4, 4.1.1. Follow the functional coding procedure given
in 5.1.2 above and use the data in table V for selection of the
proper code number digits. The functional code number thus
determined shall be inserted in the designated space provided on
the power source delineation form. A sample delineation form is
shown in figure 1.

5.2.2 Delineation. Delineate the power source item in
accordance with the technical data format of the completed sample
delineation form shown in figure 1. See 5.6 for the general
specifications and physical requirements of the delineation form.

5.2.2.1 Method of expression - item identification. The

administrative characteristics used for item identification
purposes are listed in Section I of the delineation form shown in
figure 1. The numbers, words, and phrases which make up the
administrative data shall be expressed in accordance with the
governing directives and procedures of the Federal Cataloging
Program, where applicable, and as specified in 3.10.1.1 through
3.10.1.1.7.

5.2.2.2 Method of expression - power source
characteristics . Determine the power source characteristics of
the item and describe it in terms of its input requirements and
output capabilities. Express and record the input
characteristics as a quantitative indication of voltage,
frequency, and phase. Voltage aridfrequency tabulations should
include a range of deviation from the mean as shown on the sample
delineation form, Section 11.A. For multiple output, static
conversion type power sources which contain more than one power
transformer, record the input characteristics for each
transformer. In applications where the power source is not a
completely self-contained unit, additional input requirements
such as control or reference voltages shall also be recorded.
The output characteristics shall be expressed in quantitative
values of voltage, current, and frequency applicable as shown
under Section 11.B. of the sample delineation form. Express and
record the state of regulation and programming characteristics of

41
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the power source as an affirmative (yes) or negative (no)
response. For voltage regulated and unregulated output
applications, list the output voltage under the prime parameter
column and the output current under the supporting parameter
column (the converse shall be true for current regulated power
source applications) . For inverter and frequency changer
applications, record output frequency with a range of deviation
from the mean. Write a functional description of the power
source item in the format shown under section 11.C. on the sample
delineation form, briefly explaining the power conversion and
control circuits within the power source. The space under
Section 11.D. of the ciel~neation form shall be used to indicate
the additional functional capabilities when the power source is
part of an item possessing multiple test function capabilities.
In this case, list the name of the applicable measurement
equipment, stimulus source, or adaptive and supplementary devices
categories and give the appropriate functional code numbers for
those categories.

5.2.2.3 Method of expression - mechanical characteristics.
Express and record the mechanical characteristics in terms of the
itemrs relation to
the next assembly.
inches and decimal
pounds.

being portable, rack mounted, or built into
Record the overall dimensions of the item in

parts of an inch. Record the weight in

5.2.2.4 Method of expression - reference sources.
Reference sources shall be expressed in terms of both government
and industry documentation including such items as technical
manuals, instruction books, drawingsl and various specifications
which are applicable to the item being delineated. The reference
sources listed shall be identified as either government or
industry sources. In cases where additional design data is
required beyond that given in the delineation form, it must be
possible to obtain it from these sources. When the item being
delineated is in the design or developmental stage of its life
cycle, the government or industry R&D activity shall be
identified by name, address, and contract or project number.

5.2.2.5 Method of expression - overall configuration. The
overall configuration of the item shall be expressed in an
isometric drawing. The isometric drawing shall reference, at a
minimum, the dimensions recorded in the mechanical
characteristics section of the delineation form, and also depict
the salient features of the item such as controls, indicators,
connections, etc. The drawings shall be prepared on a second
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- sheet of paper in accordance with the delineation form
specifications given in 5.6.

5.3 Categorization procedure - electrical stimulus source.

5.3.1 Functional coding. Obtain technical data applicable
to the test equipment item being categorized and extract the
information required by the categorization process as outlined in
Section 4, 4.1.2. Follow the functional coding procedure given
in 5.1.2 and use the data in table VI for selection of the proper
code number digits. The functional code number thus determined
shall be inserted in the designated space provided on the
stimulus source delineation form. A sample delineation form is
shown in figure 2.

5.3.2 Delineation. Delineate the stimulus source item in
accordance with technical data format of the completed sample
delineation form shown in figure 2. See 5.6 for the general
specifications and physical outline requirements of the
delineation form.

5.3.2.1 Method of expression - item identification. The
item identification characteristics shall be expressed in
accordance with 5.2.2.1.

5.3.2.2 Method of expression - stimulus source
characteristics. Determine the stimulus source characteristics
of the item and list the type of waveform and quantitative
indication of frequency, pulse repetition rate, pulse width, and
time delay as applicable. Write a functional description of the
item in the format shown in Section 11.B. of the sample
delineation form, briefly describing the performance factor,
operating modes, output waveform, variable circuit parameters,
and the operating voltage source. The space under Section 11.C.
of the delineation form shall be used to indicate additional
functional capabilities when the stimulus source is part of an
item possessing multiple test function capabilities. In this
case, list the name of the applicable measurement equipment,
Power sources, or adaptive and supplementary devices categories
~nd give the appropriate functional code numbers for the
respective category.

5.3.2.3 Method of expression - input signal
characteristics. Express the input signal characteristics in
terms of descriptive names or phrases indicating the waveform
type of signal voltage including its polarity. Also indicate

43
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amplitude, fre~ency or pulse width of the input signal voltage.
Note that this characteristic does not apply to stimulus source

items that generate a stimulus through intrinsic circuit
characteristics.

5.3.2.4 Method of expression - operating voltage
operating voltage shall be expressed and recorded as a
quantitative value indicating the magnitude of line vo
filament voltage at a given fre~ency.

Record the DC

voltage as a positive or negative quantity indicating

magnitude of the externally applied voltages.

. The

ltage
operat
the

AC

or
ing

5.3.2.5 Method of expression - mechanical characteristics.

The mechanical characteristics shall be expressed in accordance

with 5.2.2.3.

5.3.2.6 Method of expression - ~efer’ence sources.
The

reference sources shall be expressed in accordance with 5.2.2.4.

5.3.2.7 Method of expression - overall configuration.
The

overall configuration shall be expressed in accordance with
5.2.2.5.

5.4 Categorization procedure – electrical measuring
equipment.

5.4.1 Functional coding. Obtain technical data applicable

to the measuring equipment item being categorized and extract the
information rewired by the categorization process as outlined in
Section 4, 4.1.3. Follow the functional coding procedures in

5.1.2 and use the data in table VII
for selection of the proper

code number digits. The functional code number thus determined

shall be inserted in the designated space provided on the
measuring equipment delineation form.

?.sample form is shown in

figure 3.

5.4.2 Delineation. Delineate the measuring equipment item

in accordance with the technical data format of the completed
sample delineation form shown in figure 3. See 5.6 for the

general specifications and physical outline
requirements of the

delineation form.

5.4.2.1 Method of expression - item identification.
The

item identification characteristics shall be expressed m

-

accordance with 5.2.2.1.
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5.4.2.2 Method of expression - measuring characteristics.
Under the measurement characteristics

section of the delineation

form (figure 3)f record the measurable parameter information in
terms of data expressing the range, associated units, and
supporting characteristics of the particular measur-le parameter

being considered. The following criteria should be used in

conjunction with figure 3 as a guide to achieve proper

delineation of the item with respect to this section of the
delineation form:

(a)

(b)

(c)

EsL!SE- As implied, this column shall contain the

range (ranges for multiP1e-range ‘terns) ‘or ‘he
parameter(s) which the Item 1s capabl~h~~l have
measuring. An ammeter, for example~
its current range listed (e.g./ ?-~)~ whereas an
oscilloscope shall have its sensltlvlty llsted
(e.g., .029-20).

Units - This column shall contain the associated
=rement units for the parameter whose range
has been listed. For the ammeter consideration
above, this column shall list the units “ma de”.
For the oscilloscope, the units shall be listed as

‘l(Vertical) V/cm”.

Supporting Parameters - This column shall list

information attainable from reference sources
which describes circuit and performance
characteristics relative to input impedance
(resistance), accuracy, frequency response, and
other similar characteristics.

Continue the delineation of the measurement characteristics with

a functional description which shall provide a concise func~ional
analysis of the basic measuring circuitry within the measuring

equipment item. The space under Section 11.C. of the delineation

form shall be used to indicate additional functional capabilities
when the measuring equipment is part of an item possessing

multiple test function capabilities. In this case, list the name

of the applicable power source, stimulus source or adaptive and

supplementary devices categories and give the appropriate
functional code numbers for the respective category.,

5.4.2.3 Method of expression - readout characteristics.

Readout characteristics shall be expressed as information
regarding the indicating medium. An ammeter should have listed
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information relative to its scale,
and an oscilloscope should

have listed information relative to its cathode
ray tube display

area.

5.4.2.4 Method of expression - operating voltaqe(s)

required. The operating voltages rewired shall be
expressed in

accordance with 5.3.2.4.

5.4.2.5 Method of expression -
mechanical characteristics.

The mechanical characteristics shall be expressed in
accordance

with 5.2.2.3.

5.4.2.6 Method of expression - reference sources.
The

reference sources shall be expressed in accordance with 5.2.2.4.

Method of expression - overall configuration.
The

5.4.2.7
overall configuration shall be expressed In

accordance with

5.2.2.5.

5.5 Categorization procedure - electrical adaptive and

Supplementary devices.

—

5.5.1 Functional coding. Obtain data applicable to the

adaptive or supplementary device be+ng categorized
and extract

information required by the categor+zatlon p~ocess
as outlined in

Section 4, 4.1.40 Follow the functional coding procedure given
—

in 5.1.2 and use the data in table VIII for selection of the

proper code number digits.
The functional code nutier thus

determined shall be inserted
in the designated space provided on

the adaptive or supplementary device delineation form.
A sample

form is shown in figure 4.

* 5.5.2 Delineation. Delineate the adaptive or supplementary

device in accordance with the technical data format of the

completed sample delineation form shown in f+gure 4.
See 5.6 for

the general specifications and physical outllne
requirements of

the delineation form.

Method of expression - item Identification.
The

5.5.2.1
item identification characteristics shall be expressed m
accordance with 5.2.2.1.

5.5.2.2 Method of expression - functional characteristics.
Under the functional characteristics section of the delineation
form (figure 4), record the applicable information in terms of

data expressing the principal function of the device
in relation
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b

to its input and output signal. Use the following criteria in
conjunction with figure 4 as a guide to achieve proper
delineation of the item with respect to this section of the
delineation form. The principal function shall be expressed as
data which shall describe the fundamental nature of the device in
terms of its functional capabilities. Record information which
tells what the device does (e.g., amplifies radio frequency

* signals, converts a 50 MHz signal to a 20 MHz signal) . Record
the input signal data as descriptive or quantitative expressions
of the input that the device receives. Data expressed in terms
of frequency or voltage may be listed. The output signal data
shall be expressed as a descriptive phrase denoting the type of
signal conversion in terms of amplitude, frequency, or polarity.
Write a functional description of the adaptive or supplementary
device in the format shown under Section 11.D. of the delineation
form, briefly describing the signal conversion circuitry and
control circuits within the adaptive or supplementary device.
The space under Section 11.F. of the delineation form shall be
used to indicate additional functional capabilities when the
adaptive or supplementary device is part of an item possessing
multiple test function capabilities. In this case, list the name
of the applicable power source, stimulus source, or measurement
equipment categories and give the appropriate functional code
numbers for the respective category.

5.5.2.3 Method of expression - operating voltage(s). The
operating voltages shall be expressed in accordance with 5.3.2.4.

5.5.2.4 Method of expression - mechanical characteristics.
The mechanical characteristics shall be expressed in accordance
with 5.2.2.3.

5.5.2.5 Method of expression - reference sources. The
reference sources shall be expressed in accordance with 5.2.2.4.

5.5.2.6 Method of expression - overall configuration. The
overall configuration shall be expressed in accordance with
5.2.2.S.

5.6 Delineation for specifications. The delineation form
and isometric figures shall be prepared on separate sheets of
paper in accordance with the following criteria:

5.6.1 Paper. The copies of the form and figures are for
technical data repositories and data exchange programs and shall
be on white opaque paper. The text and isometric figures shall
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*

*

*

*

*

be clear and sham, of consistent high contrast~ and ~r~f~r~lY

black on white. The type of paper to be used and leglbll~ty

retirements shall be in accordance with MIL-D-5480.
.

5.6.2
8.50 inches

5.6.3

5.6.4

E’aper size. The size of each finished sheet shall be

x 11.0 inches.

MarginS. The followir~g requirements shall be met:

(a) The left-hand margin width shall be not less
than 0.75 inches.

(b) The right-hand margin width shall be not less

than 0.25 inches.

(c) The top and bottom margin widths shall be not
less than 0.375 inches.

Fiqure size and orientation.
The paper size and

margins shall be as specified in
5.6.2 and 5.6.3. The drawing of

the item shall be in proportion’ and shall fill to the
extent

practical the upper one-half of the page as
viewed with the 8:50

inches side horizontal. The lower right front corner ‘f ‘heT~~em

shall be placed at the intersection of the
isometric axes.

lower left front corner of the item may be placed at the

intersection of the isometric axes ~n those cases
where this

orientation would provide a better illustration
of the item’s

features and configuration.
The isometric aXeS shall be 120°

apart with one axis vertical as shown in figure 5.

5.6.5 Abbreviations. Abbreviations shall be in accordance

with MIL-STD-12, as applicable.
Any abbreviation not,covered by

MIL-STD-12 shall be subject to approval of the procur~ng
activity.

.
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*
6. NOTES -

(This section contains information of a general or

explanatory nature that may be helpful, but is not

mandatory. )

* 6.1 Intended use. The procedures set forth in this

document are intended for use in providing the
Government with

categorized technical data on items proposed for use ia

fulfilling guided missile support applications.

* 6.2 Issue of DODISS. When this standard is used in

acquisition, the specific issue of the DODISS must be cited in

the solicitation (see 2.1.1) .

* 6.3 Metrication. Metric equivalents in accordance with

FED-STD-376 are acceptable for use in this standard.

* 6.4 Subject term (keyword) listing.

Cataloging
Codification
Grading
Sorting

* 6.5 Changes from previous issue. ,
The margins of this

standard are marked with asterisks to Indicate where changes
(additions, modifications, corrections,

deletlons) from the

previOuS issue were made. This was done as a convenience only
, * for any

and the Government assumes no llabl+lty whatsoever
inaccuracies in these notations.

Bidders and contractors are

cautioned to evaluate zhe requirements
of this document. based

the entire content irrespective of,the margir~al
notations and

relationship to the last previous issue.

on
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